Three applications oE intensional recursion theory to computer science are presented. Proof Lechn iqut.-.i are used, in some cases, as a criterion of appliciibiL-
Th<-ror-iults presented below are from the field of intensional -2recursion theory i n tha t they ma ke asse r t ions concer n i n<j .11 gorithms and their proofs use the recursion theoretic .technique:; oi di agonal ization and recursion. Furthermore, in iiumy i nst.ui <:«•::, these techniques are applied i ntens ional ly in that they .ire u:;wl to specify an algorithm which manipulates other 0 1 go r i thm:: :;yn • tactically without necessarily any knowledge of the I unction specified by the manipulated algorithms. We include proofs only to illustrate the intensionality of their techniques.
Next we introduce the basic concepts and notation oi. recuisive function theory from the perspective of a computer scientist. We start with the selection of a programming language with which to express algorithms. Hence, program is synonymous wiLh algorithm. The only constraints we will place on our selection are that the language chosen be "powerful" enough to express .my algorithm and that its syntax be unambiguous so that we m,iy (algorithmically) determine of any string of symbols whether or not that string constitutes a well formed program. Any programming language satisfying the above constraints will suffice.
Examples of such include PASCAL, ALGOL, FORTRAN and Lhc language of Turing Machines. For convenience we will use the langu/ige ol the UNIX operating system [Ritchie and Thompson 1978| as our programming language. Suppose that a lexicographically ordered i of strings of symbols of the programmi ng language lias been given. For example, when considering the application of some to more than one argument we will implicitly use the operation of file concatenation to combine the argument list into a single, file.
The r i I «.• system of UNIX is derived from that of an older system, <: T'jr, I Co r ba to et. al. 1965] see [Wilkes 1972 ]. We will have occasion to exploit features unique to the language of UNIX in I.ho discussions below.
The programming system developed in the previous paragraph was generated algor i thinically. Explicit in the above is an algo- No te tha t prog rain u interprets its datum i as a prog ram.
The ability to effectively compose programs is another interesting and natural property of the programming system Clearly there is an algorithm which given inputs i and j outputs a program, called c(i,j), which on any input x, just .simulates program j on input x, and then simulates program i on the result, i.e. computes tf^fij . In the programming language used an example here one, rather elegantly, pipes the output of program } into the input of program i. Storing the commands to pipe tin; output of j into i constitutes the creation of the program referred to above as c(i,j). A program to compute the function c merely takes its inputs i and j and creates a file containing "j pipe i". Formally, there is a function c such that for all i, j and x, fi . . (x) . . (x) ) . Note that any program which eomc 11 » j ) 1 J putes the function c above, interprets its two inputs as programs and then manipulates those programs as data to produce a third program.
Since the prog ramming system satisfies the enuinc-r a t i on 1967, 9.8] . Then one can effectively find a recursive one-to-one monotone increasing function p such that for all I and x,
Intuitively, the operator recursion theorem allows one to construct a sequence of programs, p(0) , p(l), cach of which c.-in use its own index within p and descriptions of other programs in the range of p as implicit additional parameters.
_3. Complexity
In this section we present two recursion theorem arguments establishing facts concerning the complexity of computations.
Abstract complexity theory is a well studied area, for an introduction see Hartmanis and Hopcroft [1971 ], or Brainerd and Landweber [1974 ], or Machtey and Young [1978 .
In the sequel we need only an acceptable programming system and the following definition due to Blum [1967] .
A list of functions is a complexi ty measure for the accept- Then, If the computation of converged, cancel all the previously uncancelled i for which jzf^(x) was included in the max above.
Knd StiK^e x.
We proceod to establish the totality of the functions computed by the programs in the range of t. Immediately from the above construction wo have that whenever n>x. Note thai for any i, ^p^ 0 j total implies tfp^ yj total for any y.
Ik-no;, Cor any n<x, in order to have rf (x) defined it suffices u i n)
and $ P (n,0) (x} a11 del ined and jzS t^{ 0), ... , and defined.
Ilenc, i t suffices to have {y) (x) , ^t(x-l) ' " ' ' ' (in 1) (x) ; *t(n> (0) ' ^t(n) (1) and *t(n) (x_1) a11 defined - x-rays. X-ray dispersion is, therefore, referred to as anomalous dispersion.
The quantum mechanical explanation of dispersion also covers the x-ray case, but the point is that physicists will some times actually employ an explanation which has an anomaly in it, an ex pi ana t i on wh ich fa iIs to cor rectiy pred ic t the outcome of one experiment but which is correction all other experiments.
-19 -We say M EX 1 " identifies a recursive function f (written: I is in EX''" (M) ) iff M, when fed the graph of f in any order, out. pu t s .1 last compute r prog ram wh ich computes f except pe r haps .it. one anomalous input.
For recursive functions f and g, "f is a singleton variant of g" is written f=*g. We analogously define tin-
Putnam [1963] showed that there is no general purpose tobut scientist in the sense that a naturally restricted subclass of liX does not contain all the recursive functions. Gold [1967] showed that no single inductive inference machine can EX identify every recursive function. The reino i nde r of th i s sec tion will cove r several more general separation results.
For any natural number n, define EX n identification and the class Ex" 1 analogously with EX 1 identifica-1 n t ion and the class EX . The notation f= g means that the recur- (i) Dovetail a search for x and cr such that jrf ^ ^ ^cr, r<mge (°-* S p(0) ) = tp(0), P(l)}# x is a member of domain (o --^5' (()) ) , <»nd program q converges on x to a value / cr(x) .
(ii) See if there is a t such that frfS p(o) C t "-wl,at been put into so and Mt't") q S * (Before stage is, ^ is made = * s p{Q) .) (iii) Make have value p(s+2) at more and more successive arguments no t ye t in i ts doma i n.
Cond i tion (1) . x and cr are found in substage ( (ore, f is a member of ( S -EX (M) ) .
Case (2). Not Case {1). Then ^pfo) is a < total ) recursive I unction and everyth i ng in its range is a program for 
_5. Summary
We presented three example applications of recursion theory to computer science. The first application dealt with the role of recursion in the infrastructure of programming techniques.
Briefly mentioned was the use of recursion in abstract compi ex 1iy theory. The last application was from the relatively new aiea of inductive inference.
